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Abstract. This work introduces a new unsupervised representation learn-
ing technique called Deep Convolutional Transform Learning (DCTL).
By stacking convolutional transforms, our approach is able to learn a
set of independent kernels at different layers. The features extracted in
an unsupervised manner can then be used to perform machine learning
tasks, such as classification and clustering. The learning technique re-
lies on a well-sounded alternating proximal minimization scheme with
established convergence guarantees. Our experimental results show that
the proposed DCTL technique outperforms its shallow version CTL, on
several benchmark datasets.
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1 Introduction

Deep learning and more particularly convolutional neural networks (CNN) have
penetrated almost every perceivable area of signal/image processing and machine
learning. Its performance in traditional machine learning tasks encountered in
computer vision, natural language processing and speech analysis are well as-
sessed. CNNs are also being used with success in traditional signal processing
domains, such as biomedical signal analysis [9], radars [14], astronomy [3] and in-
verse problems [22]. When large volumes of labeled data are available, CNNs can
be trained efficiently using back-propagation methods and reach excellent perfor-
mance [18]. However, training a CNN requires labeled data in a large quantity.
The latter issue can be overcome by considering alternate learning paradigms,
such as spiking neural network (SNN) [21] and the associated Hebbian learning
[10], or alternate optimization strategies such as in [20]. However, none of those
approaches can overcome the fundamental problem of neural networks, that is
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their limited capacity of learning in an unsupervised fashion. This explains the
great recent interest in the machine learning community for investigating rep-
resentation learning methods, that keep the best of both worlds, that is the
performance of multi-layer convolutional representations and the unsupervised
learning capacity [2, 19, 8, 12, 7].

In this work, we propose a deep version of the convolutional transform learn-
ing (CTL) approach introduced in [12], that we call deep convolutional transform
learning (DCTL). A proximal alternating minimization scheme allows us to learn
multiple layers of convolutional filters in an unsupervised fashion. Numerical ex-
periments illustrate the ability of the method to learn representative features
that lead to great performance on a set of classification and clustering problems.

The rest of the paper is organized into several sections. Section 2 intro-
duces the transform learning paradigm and briefly reminds our previous CTL
approach. The proposed DCTL formulation and the associated learning strategy
are presented in Section 3. The experimental results are described in Section 4.
The conclusion of this work is drawn in Section 5.

2 Transform learning

2.1 The transform learning paradigm

Traditional machine learning methods are limited in their ability to work with
raw data. To perform any machine learning task, careful feature engineering
is used, which in turn requires domain expertise. Using domain knowledge, a
feature extractor is built to transform the raw data into a suitable internal
representation. This internal representation is then fed to a learning subsystem,
often a classifier to detect a pattern in the input data. Learning the weights
between input and representation layer is a challenging task since both weights
and output are unknown. This is called representation learning.

Transform learning, introduced in [17, 16], is a representation learning para-
digm that can be viewed as the analysis equivalent of dictionary learning. In
dictionary learning, a basis is learned such that it synthesizes the data from the
learned coefficients. Transform learning analyzes the data by learning a basis to
produce the coefficients. Mathematically this is expressed as TX « Z, where
T is the analysis transform, X is the data, and Z the corresponding coefficient
matrix. As proposed in [15], the matrices T and Z could be estimated by solving
the following optimization problem

minimize
T,Z

1

2
}TX ´ Z}2F ` λp}T }

2
F ´ log detT q ` β}Z}1. (1)

The logarithmic determinant (log det) term aims at imposing a full rank on
the learned transform, and at preventing the degenerate solution T “ 0, Z “ 0.
The additional quadratic penalty allows to limit scale indeterminacy. Both these
additional penalties improve the conditioning of learnt transforms. Finally, the
`1 term enforces a sparsity constraint on the coefficients. It is worthy to notice
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that transform learning is more general than dictionary learning in its notion
of compressibility. The learning process is also faster because the sparse coding
step reads here as a simple step of thresholding, while in dictionary learning, it
requires the resolution of a non trivial optimization problem.

2.2 Convolutional transform learning

We proposed in [12] the CTL approach, where a set of independent convolution
filters are learnt to produce some data representations, in an unsupervised man-
ner. The CTL strategy aims at generating unique and near to orthogonal filters,
which in turn produces good features to be used for solving machine learning
problems, as we illustrated in our experiments [12]. We present here a brief de-
scription of this approach, as its notation and concepts will serve as a basis for
the deep CTL formulation introduced in this paper.

We consider a dataset
 

xpmq
(

1ďmďM
with M entries in RN . The CTL for-

mulation relies on the key assumption that the representation matrix T gathers
a set of K kernels t1, . . . , tK with K entries, namely

T “ rt1 | . . . | tKs P RKˆK . (2)

This leads to a linear transform applied to the data to produce some features

p@m P t1, . . . ,Muq Zm « XpmqT, (3)

where Xpmq P RNˆK are Toeplitz matrices associated to pxpmqq1ďmďM such that

XpmqT “
“

Xpmqt1 | . . . | X
pmqtK

‰

“
“

t1 ˚ x
pmq | . . . | tK ˚ x

pmq
‰

,
(4)

and ˚ is a discrete convolution operator with suitable padding. Let us denote

Z “

»

—

–

Z1

...
ZM

fi

ffi

fl

P RNMˆK . (5)

The goal is then to estimate pT,Zq from
 

xpmq
(

1ďmďM
. To do so, we proposed

in [12] a penalized formulation of the problem, introducing suitable condition-
ing constraints on the transforms, and sparsity constraint on the coefficients.
The learning of pT,Zq was then performed using an alternating minimization
scheme with sounded convergence guarantees. The aim of the present paper is
to introduce a multi-layer formulation of the CTL, in order to learn deeper rep-
resentations, with the aim of improving the representation power of the features.

3 Proposed Approach

3.1 Deep convolutional transform model

Starting from the CTL model, we propose to stack several layers of it to obtain a
deep architecture. For every ` P t1, . . . , Lu, we will seek for the transform matrix

T` “ rt1,` | . . . | tK,`s P RKˆK , (6)
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where tk,` P RK is the k-th kernel on the `-th layer of the representation. The
associated coefficients will be denoted as

Z` “

»

—

–

Z1,`

...
ZM,`

fi

ffi

fl

P RNMˆK , (7)

with
p@m P t1, . . . ,Muq Zm,` “

“

z
pm,`q
1 | . . . | z

pm,`q
K

‰

P RNˆK . (8)

The learning of pT`q1ď`ďL and pZ`q1ď`ďL will be performed by solving

minimize
pT`q1ď`ďL,pZ`q1ď`ďL

F pT1, . . . , TL, Z1, . . . , ZLq (9)

where

F pT1, . . . , TL, Z1, . . . , ZLq “
L
ÿ

`“1

˜

1

2

M
ÿ

m“1

||Zm,`´1T` ´ Zm,`||
2
F ` µ||T`||

2
F

´ λ log detpT`q ` β||Z`||1 ` ι`pZ`q

¸

, (10)

Here, we denote ι` the indicator function of the positive orthant, equals to 0 if
all entries of its input have non negative elements, and `8 otherwise. Moreover,
by a slight abuse of notation, we denote as log det the sum of logarithms of the
singular values of a squared matrix, taking infinity value as soon as one of those
is non positive. The first layer follows the CTL strategy, that is Zm,0 ” Xpmq.
Moreover, for every ` P t2, . . . , Lu, we introduced the linear operator Zm,`´1 so
as to obtain the compact notation for the multi-channel convolution product:

Zm,`´1T` “ rZm,`´1t1,`| . . . |Zm,`´1tK,`s (11)

“

”

t1,` ˚ z
pm,`´1q
1 | . . . |tK,` ˚ z

pm,`´1q
K

ı

. (12)

3.2 Minimization algorithm

Problem (9) is non-convex. However it presents a particular multi-convex struc-
ture, that allows us to make use of an alternating proximal minimization al-
gorithm to solve it [1, 4]. The proximity operator [5] of a proper, lower semi-
continuous, convex function ψ : H ÞÑs´8,`8s, with pH, } ¨ }q a normed Hilbert
space, is defined as4

p@ rX P Hq proxψp rXq “ argmin
XPH

ψpXq `
1

2
}X ´ rX}2. (13)

The alternating proximal minimization algorithm then consists in performing
iteratively proximity updates, on the transform matrix, and on the coefficients.

4 See also http://proximity-operator.net/
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The iterates are guaranteed to ensure the monotonical decrease of the loss func-
tion F . Convergence to a local minimizer of F can also be ensured, under mild
technical assumptions. The algorithm reads as follows:

For i “ 0, 1, . . .
—

—

—

—

—

–

For ` “ 1, . . . , L
—

—

—

–

T
ri`1s
` “ prox

γ1F pT
ri`1s
1 ,...,T

ris
L ,Z

ri`1s
1 ,...,Z

ris
L q

´

T
ris
`

¯

Z
ri`1s
` “ prox

γ2F pT
ri`1s
1 ,...,T

ris
L ,Z

ri`1s
1 ,...,Z

ris
L q

´

Z
ris
`

¯

(14)

with T
r0s
` P RKˆK , Z

r0s
` P RNMˆK , and γ1 and γ2 some positive constants.

We provide hereafter the expression of the proximity operators involved in the
algorithm, whose proof are provided in the appendix.

Update of the transform matrix: Let i P N and ` P t1, . . . , Lu. Then

T
ri`1s
` “ prox

γ1F pT
ri`1s
1 ,...,T

ris
L ,Z

ri`1s
1 ,...,Z

ris
L q

´

T
ris
`

¯

,

“ argmin
T`PRKˆK

1

2γ1
||T` ´ T

ris
` ||

2
F

`
1

2

M
ÿ

m“1

||Zri`1s
m,`´1T` ´ Z

ris
m,`||

2
F ` µ||T`||

2
F ´ λ log detpT`q

“
1

2
Λ´1V

´

Σ ` pΣ2 ` 2λIdq
1{2

¯

UJ,

(15)

with

ΛJΛ “
M
ÿ

m“1

pZri`1s
m,`´1q

JpZri`1s
m,`´1q ` pγ

´1
1 ` 2µqId. (16)

Hereabove, we considered the singular value decomposition:

UΣV J “

˜

M
ÿ

m“1

pZ
ris
m,`q

JpZri`1s
m,`´1q ` γ

´1
1 T

ris
`

¸

Λ´1. (17)

Update of the coefficient matrix: Let i P N. We first consider the case when
` P t1, . . . , L´ 1u (recall that Zm,0 “ Xpmq when ` “ 1). Then

Z
ri`1s
` “ prox

γ2F pT
ri`1s
1 ,...,T

ris
L ,Z

ri`1s
1 ,...,Z

ris
L q

´

Z
ris
`

¯

,

“ argmin
Z`PRMNˆK

1

2γ2
||Z` ´ Z

ris
` ||

2
F

`
1

2

M
ÿ

m“1

||Zri`1s
m,`´1T

ri`1s
` ´ Zm,`||

2
F

`
1

2

M
ÿ

m“1

||Zm,`T ri`1s
``1 ´ Z

ris
m,``1||

2
F

` β||Z`||1 ` ι`pZ`q.

(18)
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Although the above minimization does not have a closed-form expression, it can
be efficiently carried out with the projected Newton method. In the case when
` “ L, the second term is dropped, yielding

Z
ri`1s
L “ prox

γ2F pT
ri`1s
1 ,...,T

ri`1s
L ,Z

ri`1s
1 ,...,Z

ri`1s
L´1 ,¨q

´

Z
ris
L

¯

“ argmin
ZLPRMNˆK

1

2γ2
}ZL ´ Z

ris
L }

2
F

`
1

2

M
ÿ

m“1

}Zri`1s
m,L´1T

ri`1s
L ´ Zm,L}

2
F ` β}ZL}1 ` ι`pZLq.

(19)

Hereagain, the projected Newton method can be employed for the minimization.

4 Numerical results

4.1 Datasets

To assess the performance of the proposed approach, we considered the following
image datasets5 of small-to-medium size.

1. YALE [6]: The Yale dataset contains 165 images of 15 individuals, down-
scaled to 32-by-32 pixels. There are 11 images per subject, one per different
facial expression or configuration. For our experiments, we shuffled all the
samples, and took 70% for training and 30% for testing. Moreover, we full-
size YALE images of size 150-by-150 pixels.

2. E-YALE-B [11]: The extended Yale B database contains 2432 images with
38 subjects under 64 illumination conditions. Each image is cropped to 192-
by-168 pixels and downscaled to 48-by-42 pixels. For our experiments, we
shuffled all the samples, took 70% for training and 30% for testing.

3. AR-Face [13]: This database contains more than 4000 images of 126 different
subjects (70 male and 56 female). The images have various facial expressions,
the lighting varies, and some of the images are partially occluded by sun-
glasses and scarves. For our experiments, we selected 2600 images of 100
individuals (50 males and 50 females), that is 26 different images for each
subject. Train set contains 2000 images, and 600 images are kept in the test
set. Each image has 540 features.

4.2 Numerical results

We experiment on the YALE, EYALEB and AR faces datasets; these are well
known benchmarking face datasets. In the first set of experiments, we want to
show that the accuracy of deep transform learning indeed improves when one
goes deeper. Going deep beyond three layers makes performance degrade as the
model tends to overfit for the small training set. To elucidate, we have used a

5 http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/FaceData.html
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Table 1: Accuracy on SVM with layers

Dataset CTL DCTL-2 DCTL-3 DCTL-4
YALE 150 ˆ 150 94.00 94.28 96.00 92.21
YALE 32 ˆ 32 88.00 89.11 90.00 87.73

E-YALE-B 97.38 97.00 98.00 94.44
AR-Faces 88.87 92.22 97.67 82.21

Table 2: Classification Accuracy using KNN

Dataset Raw Features CTL DCTL
YALE 150 ˆ 150 78.00 70.00 80.00
YALE 32 ˆ 32 60.00 58.85 60.00

E-YALE-B 71.03 84.00 85.00
AR-Faces 55.00 56.00 58.00

Table 3: Classification Accuracy using SVM

Dataset Raw Features CTL DCTL
YALE 150 ˆ 150 93.00 94.00 96.00
YALE 32 ˆ 32 68.00 88.00 90.00

E-YALE-B 93.24 97.38 98.00
AR-Faces 87.33 88.87 97.67

Table 4: Convolutional Transformed Clustering: ARI

YALEB/Method Raw Features DCTL-2 DCTL-3
K-means 0.785 0.734 0.788
Random 0.733 0.718 0.738

PCA-based 0.734 0.791 0.777

Table 5: Clustering time in sec

YALEB/Method Raw Features DCTL-2 DCTL-3
K-means 2.28 0.45 0.14
Random 1.95 0.33 0.08

PCA-based 0.36 0.09 0.03
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simple support vector machine (SVM) classifier. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 1 for levels 1, 2, 3 and 4. It has already been shown in [12] that the single
layer CTL yielded better results than other single layer representation learning
tools, including dictionary learning and transform Learning. Therefore it is ex-
pected that by going deeper, we will improve upon their deeper counterparts.
We do not repeat those baseline experiments here, by lack of space. We also skip
comparison with CNNs because of its supervised nature, whereas the proposed
technique is unsupervised. We only show comparison of our proposed technique
with raw features and with CTL. We take extracted features from the proposed
DCTL and perform classification using two classifiers, namely KNN and SVM.
The classification accuracy is reported in table 2 and table 3. Then we perform
clustering on the extracted features of DCTL and report the comparison of Ad-
justed Rank Index (ARI) in table 4. We also report clustering time on extracted
features in table 5. It is worthy to remark that the time to cluster extracted
features from the proposed methodology is comparatively less than others.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduces a deep representation learning technique, named Deep
Convolutional Transform Learning. Numerical comparisons are performed with
the shallow convolutional transform learning formulations on image classification
and clustering tasks. In the future, we plan to compare with several other deep
representation learning techniques, namely stacked autoencoder and its convo-
lutional version, restricted Boltzmann machine and its convolutional version,
discriminative variants of deep dictionary and transform Learning.

6 Appendix: Proofs of the proximity updates

6.1 Update of T

Let us consider M “ 1 for simplicity, but note that all the calculations hold for
M greater than 1. We want to minimize a function of the form:

ΦpT q “
1

2
||XT ´ Z||2F ` µ||T ||

2
F ´ λ log detpT q `

1

2γ1
||T ´ T rns||2F . (20)

Using some linear algebra, We can easily prove that:

ΦpT q “
1

2
||W 1{2T ´ Y ||2F ´ λ log detpT q ` c (21)

with c a constant with respect to T ,

W “ XJX ` p2µ`
1

γ1
qId (22)

and

Y “W´1{2pZJX `
1

γ1
T rnsq. (23)
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Since W is invertible, one can perform the change of variable T̃ “ W 1{2T , that
is T “W´1{2T̃ . Thus,

argminT ΦpT q “W´1{2 argminT T̃ΦpW
´1{2T̃ q, (24)

with

ΦpW´1{2T̃ q “
1

2
||T̃ ´ Y ||2F ´ λ log detpW´1{2T̃ q ` c. (25)

Moreover,
log detpW´1{2T̃ q “ log detpT̃ q. (26)

Thus,
argminT̃ ΦpW

´1{2T̃ q “ proxλ log detpT̃ qpY q, (27)

which maps with the proximity operator of the logarithmic determinant function
with weight λ. We can then apply [5, Example 24.66] and [5, Proposition 24.68]
to conclude the proof.

6.2 Update of Z

We have to solve:

argminZ
1

2

M
ÿ

m“1

}XpmqT rn`1s ´ Zm}
2
F ` β||Z||1 ` ι`pZq `

1

2γ2
||Z ´ Zrns||2F .

(28)

The function in (28) is fully separable, i.e. it can be written as a sum over all the
entries of matrix Z. Due to the separability property of the proximity operator,
it is sufficient to resonate on the minimization of scalar function with respect to
Zp,q,r:

1

2
prXmT i`1sp,q ´ Zp,q,rq

2 ` β|Zp,q,r| ` ι`pZp,q,rq `
1

2
γ2pZp,q,r ´ Z

i
p,q,rq

2. (29)

One can conclude, noticing that the term β| ¨ | ` ι` corresponds to case ’ix’ of
in [5, Table 10.2], and by applying case ’iv’ of [5, table 10.1] to process the final
quadratic term.
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